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Abstract
This training toolkit on Crowddreaming is specially designed for the tutors, teachers and other educators
involved in the project.
The aim of this training toolkit is to help the tutors trained in the Crowddreaming methodology, which can
include teachers and other educators. These tutors are the one who will become ambassadors in their
local/national areas promoting the Crowddreaming methodology and will involvestudents in the
popularization of the digital cultural heritage by supporting workshops leading to the creation of Europa
Square.
The training toolkit will provide an overview of the Crowddreaming project and it is designed to assist tutors,
teachers and other educators in creating a successful training initiative. It contains a training plan, guidelines,
Open Educational Resoures (free tools, samples and templates) and learning outcomes to use along the way,
it provides the guidance and resources that are right for teachers.
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About the Crowddreaming project
“Crowddreaming” is an Erasmus + KA3 social inclusion project based on the best practice of the same name.
The best practice of crowddreaming started as a cooperative contest for Italian Schools, promoted by the
Italian partner Stati Generali dell’Innovazione (SGI) and the Digital Cultural Heritage, Arts and Humanities
School (DigCultHer) and which has reached its fifth edition in 2019. Crowddreaming aims to raise awareness
of the of the challenge of passing on a purely digital cultural heritage. It addresses this challenge by
stimulating the adoption of new paradigms of thought required to operate in the digital dimension of reality.
The Crowddreaming methodology is based in a principle of collaborative and content-based learning,
wherein each edition challenges the participants to contribute to the construction of a digital monument,
placing them in the generational challenge for the transmission of digital cultural contents. Young people
were involved in the Crowddreaming contest and project through a content-based learning experience
during which they will be asked to produce digital scenes and materials for the creation of a digital
monument.

The Art of Crowddreaming
The Art of Crowddreaming practice relies upon a belief that an intelligent mind is manifested through it’s
capacity to dream. This is also true in the digital age. The Art of Crowddreaming is the discipline that trains
connective intelligence to a lucid dream of a desirable and achievable future.
The crowddreaming process takes place in four phases:
1. The insight phase: This phase comes to life usually as an individual insight of the First Dreamer;
2. The intent phase: It becomes a clear intent by way of interacting with First Dreamer’s social circles.
3. The story development phase: It becomes then a compelling story about a desirable future that is
able to capture the imagination of a big enough crowd so to make it happen.
4. The project phase: Finally, it evolves into a well-designed innovation project that can shape the
shared dream into reality.
These phases follow the three fundamental transitions in the crowddreaming process: from insight to intent,
from intent to compelling story and from compelling story to a responsible innovation project.
The starting point is a quite obvious statement: every project that achieved its goal, has a success story to
tell. Going backwards from the socially desirable future of the happy ending; innovators, researchers and
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societal actors co-create the plot with all of its characters, relationships, places, props (resources), events,
subplots that had to be there in order the achieve the happy ending.
Dramatic theory and movie production management knowledge provide highly professional tools to develop
a story from the original insight to its final staging in the real world as needed for the Crowddreaming process.
Thus the crowddreaming process will rely on these tools in its methodology. These tools do not only compel
one to identify all the human, financial, material and time resources, but they oblige one to also explore the
emotional, ethical and human dimension, which is overlooked by purely analytical and rational approaches
to project management. The Art of Crowddreaming is about producing real social interactions as if they were
scenes of a movie.
Crowddreaming aims to empower teachers with skills and knowledge on how to teach cultural heritage in
schools with its methodology and advances on this by encouraging an awareness of teachers and young
people about the epochal challenge upon which they are called upon. They will be the among the first to
pass down a purely digital cultural heritage, encouraging an awareness of how digitization is challenging the
way we have traditionally thought of culture.
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Pedagogical Framework for Training Methodology
Both the Art of Crowddreaming and the Europa Square Challenge are inspired by Constructivism as
educational philosophy. Constructivism in education has roots in epistemology. The learner has prior
knowledge and experiences, which is often determined by their social and cultural environment. Learning is
therefore done by students' “constructing” knowledge out of their experiences.
The "experience" in our case is the "Europa Square Challenge". Its recursive process is modeled after the "U"
of Theory U".1 Each iteration lets every participant (tutors, teachers, facilitators, managers...) learn something
new. Every participant learns a different lesson because of his/her different background. He/she is expected
to add his/her new knowledge to the common pool, so to improve and enrich the next iteration of the
process.
The main training needs:
–

Learning to use digital technologies to interest and actively involve students in the study of history
and cultural heritage, also through gamification techniques;

–

Discovering new ideas, new sources of inspiration and new methods to implement digital projects in
the cultural heritage sector. Many examples have emerged during coaching circles and can be used
to generate OERs;

–

Keeping up to date on the new opportunities offered by digital technologies for the cultural heritage
sector;

–

Being able to identify "just in time" technologies and digital resources that are simple to use in their
projects;

–

Acquiring basic knowledge on augmented and virtual reality technologies to be able to guide
students' choices;

–

Developing the soft skills necessary to accompany and not to guide students;

–

Clarifying and sharing at the outset what is meant by "common European values".

Beneficiaries: Secondary school teachers participating in the Europa Square Challenge.
Benefits: Teachers fill knowledge gaps on 6 topics/modules they need to master to carry out the three main
activities required by participation in the Europa Square Challenge.
The three main activities are:

1

Presencing Institute, https://www.presencing.org/aboutus/theory-u
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•

to plan student activities using the "The Art of Crowddreaming" method;

•

to assist students in creating an augmented reality digital narrative experience, which will be
exhibited in the "Europa Square";

•

to organize and to manage a final presentation event of Europa Square at your institution.

The 6 modules are:
1. The Art of Crowddreaming method
2. Project Development
3. Digital Tools for Digital Content Creation
4. Digital Storytelling
5. Digital Cultural Heritage
6. Media Literacy
About Europe Square Challenge
The Europa Square Challenge is a change management process designed as a U-Process according to the
Theory U. Teachers face the challenge of helping the first wave of digital generations to develop and
safeguard their own digital culture. Participation in the Europa Square Challenge stimulates teachers to
understand the implications of the “digital monument” cultural challenge, to become self-conscious about
the role they want to play in such challenge, to plan a course of action and to develop a prototype solution.
It is a typical U-Process as described in the following picture:

The planning phase will require some training usually.
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Why the mix with MOOC, coaching circles and action plan?
The Europa Square Challenge upscales the “Crowddreaming/Piazza Europa” contest for Italian schools at an
European level. In the original good practice, collaborative planning consisted of a process of continuous
exchange of information via MOOC forum between the teachers who participated in the contest and the
tutors, but increasingly also among the teachers themselves. You will find more information about the
coaching circles and the action plan in the chapter “Mooc non-functional requirements” .
The participants submitted questions about objectives, requirements, technical problems, to which the
tutors responded publicly, pointing to useful educational resources and fueling idea exchange between the
teachers. Such system has worked very effectively and has been the key to the success of the initiative, but
it has several limitations, when you think of a diffusion of the initiative at European level:
–

using it for more than a few dozen participants is expensive in terms of human resources (tutors) to
be employed;

–

the answers depend very much on the skills of the tutors and this makes very hard to guarantee
consistency and uniform quality;

–

the "just-in-time" nature of the chat conversation ensures the relevance of the answers, but makes
it difficult to collect the knowledge generated for reuse purposes;

–

chat conversations tend to be chaotic and confuse participants when exchanging too many
messages. The comfort in using the various means of written conversation via the Internet (chat,
forum, e-mail, etc ...) depends largely on the user's psychological profile and there is no ideal tool for
everyone. However, instant messaging systems have inherent limitations when the number of
participants rises;

–

the completely unstructured nature of the conversations increases the number of planning problems
that the tutors have to manage and presents a high risk of excessive complexity as the number of
participants rises.

To solve or mitigate these problems, the CDDC project proposes the following solutions:
–

an expandable collection of OERs to create a curated system of useful contents for the preparation
of the action plan;

–

a template for the guided editing of a structured action plan, based on the Art of Crowddreaming
method. The Action plan development guide is include in the Annex;
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–

a coaching circle program to organize peer-reviewing activities between teachers. A case giver
guideline is include in the Annex;

–

a cMOOC running on parallel to the action plan development by the teachers to reduce the workload
on tutors a process of support for the drafting of the action plan, inspired by the logic of the cMOOCs
and facilitated by a dedicated platform.

The above elements cooperate to offer an effective training experience for teachers as follows:
–

The cMOOC lets the teachers fill knowledge gaps about six key topics: the Art of Crowddreaming
method, project development, tools to create digital projects, digital storytelling, digital cultural
heritage and media literacy.

–

The cMOOC contains and structures the expandable OERs repository.

–

Developing the Action Plan is organized as a sequence of cMOOC’s project assignments. cMOOC’s
sequence of modules is mapped over the topics covered by the sections of the Action Plan. Each
module contains learning objects useful to understand how to fill one or more sections of the Action
Plan.

–

At the end of each milestone of the Action Plan a coaching circle is held as a way for teachers to peerreview their work with a systemic approach.

The open challenges that organization in charge of managing an edition of the Europa Square Challenge are:
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–

to find the right balance between the broad diversity of learning needs of the participating teachers
and the extremely limited resources in terms of time and effort that they can invest in developing
extra-curricular activities such as the ESC;

–

to minimize the expensive tutorship activities, freeing tutors as much as possible from mentoring
efforts to let them focus on the critical community building activities.

Time Constraints
The effort must be contained and diluted both because participants have jobs and families to take care of,
and because it adds up to the activities for the Challenge, which include the coaching circles too.
As a consequence of the constraints above (a very specific class of participants, very focused needs and very
limited effort) the goal of the MOOC can't be to make the participant proficient about the 6 topics/themes
at large (impossible with so little time/effort), but to enable them to execute the tasks required by the
Challenge.

MOOC functional requirements
MOOC functional requirements are:
–

delivering multimedia learning objects (6 modules);

–

granting easy access to the OERs (as additional material) in the theme-based collections to allow for
an immediate understanding of the presence or absence of materials useful to solve the problem for
which the collection is consulted. This requirements includes an effective search function;

–

allowing for easy expansion and update of contents by the curators / collecting content from teachers
(so to transform the initial xMOOC in a cMOOC at the end of the project);

–

community management services

–

a Multiple-Choice-Questions management system (create, edit, delete, show)

–

form filling system with editing sessions management

–

responsive

–

role management (admin, editor, tutor, trainee)

–

able to edit content and user list (one representative of each partner country in their own national
language section of the MOOC)

–

schedule of the Coatching cicle
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MOOC non-functional requirements
The table below shows the connection between the MOOC modules and the educational needs for each one
of the main phases of the Europa Square Challenge

Module

Planning Co-Creation Event

The Art of Crowddreaming method

x

Project Development

x

Digital Tools for Digital Content Creation

x

Digital Storytelling

x

Digital Cultural heritage

x

Media Literacy

x
x

Description:
–

Planning - to plan student activities using the "The Art of Crowddreaming" method

–

Co-Creation - to assist students in creating an augmented reality digital narrative experience, which
will be exhibited in the "Europa Square"

–

Event - to organize and to manage a final presentation event of Europa Square

MOOC non-functional requirements are:
–

The MOOC runs on parallel with teachers' planning activities

–

Assessment of learning occurs through:
1. Quizzes (at the end of each module);
2. Project Assignments (at the end of each module; filling a section of the action plan);
3. Peer-review (a coaching circle at each milestone of the planning activities. There are 4
milestones)

–

Everyone who successfully completes the MOOC, will be granted unlimited access to the platform
for the duration of the project (therefore, the platform can serve also as a repository for OER's and
action plan);

–

The major outcome of the MOOC will be the preparation by each teacher of an Action Plan, which
he/she will later use during the piloting; this outcome is of paramount importance because without
it the teacher cannot pilot with his/her students

–

Each module will contain:
o A set of learning outcomes
o An introductory animated video
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o Material for study (OERs), which has been selected by the partners in their national
languages, based on the learning outcomes
o An MCQ test at the end to assess the knowledge and skills acquired by the participating
teachers
o A small project that will lead to the completion of the part of the Action Plan that corresponds
to the topics taught during this week
–

Four coaching circles will be inserted in specific points in the MOOC (e.g. after the end of some of
the modules)

–

Tutoring support must be provided throughout the MOOC, especially regarding the completion of
the Action Plan and the implementation of the coaching circles

–

Another result of the piloting will be the collection of material by the trainees that could be included
in the MOOC, turning it into a cMOOC from an xMOOC

Guidelines for Action plan
The sections of the action plan (Appendix - Action Plan Development Guide) must be completed within 12
weeks, according to a pre-established calendar. During the period dedicated to the compilation of each
section or group of sections, teachers can access the corresponding module of the MOOC and its OERs,
consult the tutors to receive advice and information and exchange ideas with colleagues.
At the end of each phase of compiling a new section of the action plan, teachers participate in a coaching
circle. The goal is that by the end of the collaborative planning phase all teachers have the opportunity to
act as case givers and to obtain a peer review of their work.
The Action plan is structured in the following sections:

No

Section

Module

1

From Insight to Intent

The Art of Crowddreaming method

2

From Intent to Story

The Art of Crowddreaming method

3

From Story to Project

The Art of Crowddreaming method

4

The Gantt chart

Project Development

5

Setting up Metaverse Studio

Digital Tools for Digital Content Creation

6

Outlining a Thanksgiving Story

Digital Storytelling

7

Planning the Unveiling Event

Digital Storytelling

8

Promoting the Unveiling Event

Media Literacy
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Guidelines for Coaching Circles
Coaching Circles are an effective peer-review tool. They give some structure to the free-flow informal peerreview that happened on the Telegram chat during the first editions of the Crowddreaming Contest. The
peer-coaching 90-minute sessions allow the case giver to check for inconsistencies in his/her action plan and
to receive precious insights by the peers, that can then be used to enrich it. Moreover, holding coaching
circles according to a predefined calendar, will guarantee that each teacher will benefit of a review of his/her
work.
It is a complex task to manage. In order to mitigate risks of drop- offs and delays, the follow measures should
be adopted:
1. The first coaching circle will be held during the 5th week of the collaborative planning phase, after
the teachers developed the general planning of their activities. The other three coaching circles will
follow at the end of easily identifiable conceptual milestones: setting up the environment to develop
the augmented reality experience, outlining the story to be developed with the students and
planning the final event.
2. During the first 5 weeks the tutors must facilitate the composition of groups of 4 teachers each, who
will carry out a cycle of 4 coaching circles together. This facilitates schedule management and will
guarantee that each teacher will act as case giver once.
3. It is strongly suggested that each tutor takes responsibility of 1 or 2 circles. The tutor will arrange for
the schedule, make sure that all the teachers participate, file the case on the dedicated
archive/repository, and take part to each coaching session, acting as time-keeper and taking a
screenshot or a picture to prove that the coaching circle happened, depending whether the circle is
held using a video-conferencing system or face-to-face in the same room. The alternative is that
some teachers will emerge spontaneously as leaders and attract groups of colleagues, taking charge
of organizing everything.

Guidelines for Europa Square Challenge
The Europa Square Challenge is an educational competition between European schools, whose goals are:
1. Spreading awareness of the deeply transcultural nature of contemporary Europe;
2. Improving understanding of the concept of Digital Cultural Heritage;
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3. Experimenting processes based on digital technologies to obtain a greater engagement of students
in the study of culture;
4. Promoting a systemic and collaborative approach in the learning and cultural development process.
The Europa Square Challenge to be upscaled to the European level are organized in four phases:
1. Joining the challenge and getting ready for it;
2. Collaborative planning of students' activities ;
3. Overseeing student teams' contributions to the collective work; 4. Organizing and managing a final
presentation event.

Guidelines for Role models and interviews
The following questions must be asked to selected participant teachers and students in order to collect useful
information about the educational impact of the Europa Square Challenge.
The suggestions on how to structure the answers are in no way constricting for the interviewed person. They
just want to give an example of the kind of information the project needs. Any other kind of feedback is
equally interesting for the project managers.
The first five questions are the same for teachers and students. It is clear that some of the suggestions will
be less significant for one or the other category.
1. What new knowledge have you gained about Digital Cultural Heritage?
Tips: Did you already know what it was? Well? Bad? Have you acquired any specific new knowledge? Have
you understood its impact and / or nature better?
2. What have you learned new in digital skills?
Tips: Was it the first impact with augmented reality? Have you discovered a way you didn't know to put
your smartphone to value? Have you gained practical knowledge or have you seen the potential by looking
at others?
3. Has anything been added to the knowledge and understanding of the value of transculturality? If so,
what?
Tips: Have you ever thought about the meaning and value of transculturality before? Has participating in
this project changed your perception in any way? Can you say now what is meant by "transculturality"?
4. Did the experience with Crowddreaming make you reflect on the meaning and value of being European?
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Tips: Have you ever thought about how many elements of Italian culture derive from other European
cultures? Can you give me an example and explain why it has impressed you? Has it intrigued you and do
you think you want to deepen the topic? Do you think it is important to reason on these issues today?
5. In your opinion, how would you rate this experience?
Tips: What worked well? What can be improved? Where did you find the biggest difficulties?
6. (Teachers only) What are the knowledge and skills that you think a teacher should develop in order to
adequately face the path of the "Crowddreaming" project?
7. Based on your experience in previous editions or your expectations for this edition, if you have not
already participated, what are the most suitable months of the year for a teacher to co-design demanding
extra-curricular activities such as Crowddreaming / Piazza Europa? By co-planning we mean the whole path
that starts from the receipt of a proposal, continues with its evaluation, continues with its adaptation to the
specific needs of your institution and ends with the official decision to participate effectively. You can indicate
more than a month.
8. Based on your experience in previous editions or your expectations for this edition, if you have not
already participated, what are the most suitable months of the year for a teacher to participate in formal
or informal online training activities such as those provided by Crowddreaming / Europe Square? The
workload foreseen by the Crowddreaming / Piazza Europa training activities is on average 3 hours for 12
weeks. You can indicate more than a month.
9. Based on your experience in previous editions or your expectations for this edition, if you have not
already participated, what are the most suitable months of the year for a teacher to carry out extracurricular activities with children such as those envisaged by Crowddreaming / Piazza Europe?
Crowddreaming / Piazza Europa does not impose strict constraints on teachers about how their students are
involved. Therefore, it is difficult to quantify a "typical" commitment. Teachers who have already participated
are invited to respond based on their personal approach. The others can respond on the basis of the following
hypothesis:
1. 2-3 meetings with students to identify the reason for thanks and develop it;
2. the time necessary for students to independently make a short video (max 3 minutes) or an in-depth
web page. You can indicate more than a month.
10. Based on your experience which of the following three statements is preferable?
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1. Adopting a competitive model with a winner and a final prize has great educational value because it
motivates students to invest energy in the project and prepares them for the reality of "Homo homini
lupus" in the world of work and in adult life.
2. Adopting a co-competitive model as in the districts of Made in Italy, where a winner is proclaimed,
but only if a common minimum objective that requires the contribution of all participants is achieved,
has great educational value, because it stimulates students to invest energies in the project, but at
the same time it helps them understand that success in life also depends on their being part of an
ecosystem.
3. Adopting a purely collaborative model, where the prize consists in gratification for having
contributed to achieving an individually unattainable goal, has great educational value because it
increases students' awareness of the value of sociality.
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Modular course for teachers contents
Below is the list of material for study (OERs), which has been selected by the partners, based on the learning
outcomes.
The symbols used in Learning resources summary tables
PDF printable file
Video
MOOC Online educational platform
ONLINE e-book, webpage
Audio file

Opening Module
Topics covered:
•

Crowddreaming training goals and content
– Introduction to Crowddreaming project training goals
– Introduction to Crowddreaming project 6 training modules
• Crowddreaming training methodology
• Using platform for training, tests and communication
– Introduction to online learning platform
– Introduction to Crowddreaming learning materials and tools
• Cooperation and planning project activities
Learning Outcomes:
•
•

Understand the goals and objectives of the training course
Understand the Crowddreaming methodology that will be used for the training and the training
format tasks and evaluation
• Understand the content of the training course and how that will help to develop digital heritage
• Will be able to log in and use the platform for online learning
Learning Objectives:
• Crowddreaming training goals and content
• Crowddreaming training methodology
• Using platform for training, tests and communication
• Cooperation and planning project activities
Introduction:
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Welcome to the Crowddreaming Youth co-create Digital Culture project. By the end of October 2020,
teachers will prepare a simple action plan for their activities with their students. To do that, they will
follow the Art of Crowddreaming method. And then they will develop a thanksgiving scene with their
students for the Europa Square digital monument. Finally teachers will run a local Europa Square
inauguration event at their school. This OERs collection has been designed to accompany teachers along
the writing of their action plan for the next 12 weeks. It will come useful also as a later reference, when
they have to create the digital scene with their students. Five modules provide curated reference
material to cover all the key topics that they may need to master to write their plan. That is: the Art of
Crowddreaming, media literacy and Digital Tools for Digital Content Creation, digital cultural heritage,
digital storytelling, and project development. Then teachers are supposed to develop or to refine a
section of their action plan. If they miss some knowledge required to develop their plan, they can pick
one or more OERs with tutor help to fill the gap. At the end of each module teachers will attend to a
coaching circle to peer review everyone’s work. Each one of them is expected to act as the case giver
for one of those coaching circles.

Goals and
objectives of the
training course

Title

Associazione
Stati Generali
dell’Innovazione
-SGI

Author(s)/
source

Goals and
objectives of
the training
course

Learning
Objectives/
Topics
2019

Publication
date
Type
http://bit.ly/371
zxcw

Link
3 minutes

Page,
paragraph,
chapter,
time etc.
This short video will let the
learner understand the goals
and the objective of the
training course. It will also
explain how to use the OERs
collection to learn how to
deliver a digital scene for
Europa Square.

Learning object
description

Understand the goals and
objectives of the training course
Understand the content of the
training course and how that
will help to develop digital
heritage.

Learning outcomes
(LOut)

1. The art of Crowddreaming methodology
Topics covered:
•

•

The Need for the Art of Crowddreaming
– Change management in the post-analytic society
– Theory U 101
– World Building 101
– From Theory U to the Art of Crowddreaming
General introduction to the Art of Crowddreaming
– The concept
– Main phases

•

From Insight to Intent
– Using coaching circles to define a desirable future
• From Intent to Story
– Elements of drama theory
– Screenwriting 101
– Using World Building techniques to imagine a coherent StoryWorld
– Storyplanning software
• From Story to Project
– Drama production as a conceptual framework for change management
– Drama production 101
Learning Outcomes:
•

Learning how to use the Art of Crowddreaming method to manage change processes at a
community level

Learning Objectives:
• Running coaching circles (insight to intent)
• Scripting stories (intent to story)
• Managing a change process (story to project)
Introduction:
Welcome to the first module of the Crowddreaming online course. This module will introduce you to
the Art of Crowddreaming, an experimental method to plan activities in a simple, fast and immediately
understandable way, using the familiar framework of a movie production, instead of the complex
technical language of project management theory. In this module you will find various Open Educational
Resources that will help you fill the first three sections of your action plan template, such as a completed
with comments pre-filled example and a general introduction to the Art of Crowddreaming. Other OERs
in the next modules will help you fill the other sections.

Paolo Russo et
al.
Associazione
Stati Generali
dell’Innovazione
-SGI

Paolo Russo et
al.
Associazione
Stati Generali

Crowddreaming
Europa Square –
Digital Scene
Development

Crowddreaming
Europa Square –
Action Plan
Development

The Art of
Crowddreaming –
Handbook

Paolo Russo et
al.
Associazione
Stati Generali
dell’Innovazione
-SGI
Paolo Russo et
al.
Associazione
Stati Generali
dell’Innovazione
-SGI

Introduction to the
Art of
Crowddreaming
methodology
module

Title

Author(s)/
source

Crowddreaming
Europa Square
– Action Plan
Development

Crowddreaming
Europa Square
– Digital Scene
Development

The Art of
Crowddreaming
– Handbook

Introduction to
the Art of
Crowddreaming
methodology
module

2019

2019

2019

2019

Learning
PubliObjectives/ cation
date
Topics
Type

The LINK will be
available later

https://bit.ly/39
O6H1d

http://bit.ly/2Tj
RHCA

http://bit.ly/36
QXP9l

Link

120 minutes

180 minutes

720 minutes

3 minutes

Page,
paragraph,
chapter,
time etc

This resource will guide the
teachers in preparing the
action plan required to create

This resource will guide the
teachers in preparing the story
to be told by their augmentedreality-based digital scene for
Europa Square with their
students. It is a simple
example of application of the
Art of Crowddreaming method
and it demonstrates its
convenience as a storytelling
tool.

The reference manual for the
“Art of Crowddreaming”
method. It contains a full
description of the
methodology with examples
of application. A useful
resource for the ones who
want to understand the
method in depth.

This short video will introduce
the learner to the goals and
objectives of the Art of
Crowddreaming methodology
module.

Learning object
description

Using the Art of
Crowddreaming method.

Using the Art of
Crowddreaming method.

Using the Art of
Crowddreaming method.

Understanding the Art of
Crowddreaming method.

Learning outcomes
(LOut)

Presencing Institute
Toolkit. Case Clinic.
Coaching Circle

MIT Presencing
Institute

dell’Innovazione
-SGI

Presencing
Institute
Toolkit. Case
Clinic. Coaching
Circle

2019

http://bit.ly/35
QqdXQ

60 minutes

Matrix that you can use to
rate potential ideas based on
feasibility and originality.
It helps teachers and students
to classify, you organize and
implement ideas feasible in a
narrative context.

an augmented-reality-based
digital scene for Europa
Square with their students. It
is a simple example of
application of the Art of
Crowddreaming method and it
demonstrates its convenience
as a development and selfassessment tool for your
projects.
After studying this resource,
you will be able to: generate
new perspectives towards
the challenge or issue and
develop new approaches to
meet the challenge or issue.
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2. Project development
Topics covered:
•

•

Phases of project planning and implementation
– Introduction to Project development/project methodology
– Introduction to personal organization and team management tools
Analysing the situation or problem, making conclusions and designing the solution using
brainstorming and Mind map methodology
– Introduction to forming idea method, planning activities method, implementation method

Learning Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the Project development /project methodology and how that will help develop
digital heritage
Understand importance of partnership, personal organization and team management
Will be able to apply method for forming idea
Will be able to apply method for planning activities
Will be able to apply method for implementation

Learning Objectives:
•
•

Phases of project planning and implementation
Analysing the situation or problem, making conclusions and designing the solution using
brainstorming methodology

Introduction:
Welcome to the second module of the Crowddreaming online course!
In this module you will be able to find important Open Educational Resources about Project
development that will help you manage projects with your students. This module provides you open
sources such as papers, articles, videos and infographics that will enable you to learn more on the
subject. You will also be provided with materials aiming to increase your idea brainstorming abilities. In
the end, after studying the educational material provided, you will be able to understand project
management better and learn how to manage tasks and time during different phases of project
development.
The additional material will help you to raise your brainstorming and idea generating skills, and will help
you to better communicate with youth and potential partners and stakeholders while carrying out your
project activities.

Kaltura

Cando

Management &
Leadership

Wrike.com

My Mooc

The Project Life
Cycle

Project
management

Project
management level:
Legendary

10 reasons projects
fail: Lessons
learned from the
Death star

Brainstorming
Techniques to
Create New
Innovative Ideas
(includes

Title

Author(s)/
source

Introduction to
personal
organization
and team

Introduction to
Project
development/p
roject
methodology
-

Introduction to
project
management

Phases of
project
planning and
implementation

Novem
ber 28,
2017

-

-

-

-

Learning
PubliObjectives/ cation
date
Topics

Infograp
hic

Infograp
hic

Type

https://bit.ly/2k
DCXzp

https://bit.ly/2
Qcnkfr

http://bit.ly/35
VdWS4

http://bit.ly/2R
8jsLC

http://bit.ly/30g
e25r

Link

11 minutes

20 minutes

8 minutes

60 minutes

12 minutes

Page,
paragraph,
chapter,
time etc.

Video about different
brainstorming
techniques to solve
problems and create

Infographic about what
can lead to project
failure and what can be
done to avoid it.

Infographic about what
should be taken into
account when planning a
project

An introduction to
project management in
the form of a
presentation. You will
learn about common
project terminology and
see different examples
of projects.

An audio recording
about the life cycle of a
project, project phases
and project
management in general.

Learning object
description

Will be able to apply method
for forming idea.

Understand the Project
development /project
methodology and how that will
help develop digital heritage

Will be able to apply method
for planning activities.

Understand the Project
development /project
methodology and how that will
help develop digital heritage.

Will be able to apply method
for implementation.

Understand the Project
development /project
methodology and how that will
help develop digital heritage
Will be able to apply method
for planning activities

Learning outcomes
(LOut)

Giovanni
Corazza, TEDx
Talks

Creative thinking –
How to get out of
the box and
generate ideas:
Giovanni Corazza at
TEDxRoma
Youth Work HD:
Cooperation with
relevant
stakeholders

Langas I Ateiti,
Youth work HD

CTC Rijeka,
Youth work HD

Problem solving
(when working with
groups)

challenge )

Engaging
stakeholdersYo
uth
engagement
and
communication
for efficient
collaboration

-

management
tools
Reaching out to
young people

2017

March
11,
2014

Novem
ber 15,
2017

http://bit.ly/2Tl
DHYQ

http://bit.ly/30h
8WWx

http://bit.ly/39Z
bHQG

300 minutes

Lessons:
Engaging
stakeholders,
Youth
engagement
and
communication
for efficient
collaboration

28 minutes

16 minutes

This is a whole online
course aimed at teaching
the participants how to
engage and better
communicate with
relevant stakeholders in
order to carry out the
project better.

Lecture on how to be
more creative and come
up with ideas outside
the box.

Video about dealing with
problems regarding
group dynamics,
motivation, conflicts and
communication.

ideas

Understand importance of
partnership, personal
organization and team
management.

Will be able to apply method
for forming idea.

Understand importance of
partnership, personal
organization and team
management.
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3. Tools to create digital projects
Topics covered:
•
•

•

•
•

Trends in digital content for 2019-2020
Creating and editing simple photo and video content
– Creating and editing digital photos
– Most common editing tasks: framing, capturing, slide shows, adding text etc.
– Hosting photographs
– Tools for taking and editing video
– Hosting video content
Developing 2D and 3D graphics, infographics, brochure, magazine …
– 2D and 3D graphics development tools
– Infographic, brochure development tools
Creating Augmented Reality in different tools
– Augmented Reality development tools
Introduction to principles and tools for mobile application and webpage development
– Main sections of web page
– Creation and registration of a domain name
– Choosing free online platforms for webpage development

Learning Outcomes:
•
•
•

To create digital heritage content in different formats
To have basic skills to modify, refine, improve and integrate existing information and content in
several formats
To publish, store and share digital content

Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Creating and editing simple photo and video content (jpg, gif, mp4, mp3, etc.)
Developing infographics, brochure, magazine
Creating Augmented reality in different tools
Introduction to principles and tools for mobile application and webpage development

Introduction:
Welcome to the third module of the Crowddreaming online module.
You don’t need to be a data scientist or have a degree in graphic design in order to create incredible
digital projects about cultural heritage. It has become a lot simpler. This module will show you how to
use and create digital projects in an engaging, attractive, and most importantly easy to understand way.
In this module you will learn about creating and editing simple photo and video content, developing 2D
and 3D graphics like infographics, brochure, comics, presentations and more. You will find information
about principles and tools for mobile application and webpage development and information how to
create Augmented Reality projects with different tools.
That will help create interesting and interactive projects to popularize cultural heritage.
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Hopefully you’ll not only acquire some new skills and find some new tools, but also learn something
about your country traditions, events and history.

Andrew
Hutchinson,
Social Media
Today

Generation
0101

GIMP User
Manual
Authors and
Contributors

Infographic Social
Media Content
Trends for 2020
and Beyond

Generation 0101 Easy coding – the
basics of working
with layers in Pixilr
editor, picture
adjustments, filters

Gimp 2.10 GNU
image manipulation
program

Title

Author(s)/
source

Gimp 2.10 GNU
image
manipulation
program

Easy coding –
the basics of
working with
layers in Pixilr
editor, picture
adjustments,
filters

Trends in
digital content
for 2019-2020

2019

2017

2019

Learning
PubliObjectives/ cation
date
Topics

e-book

Type

http://bit.ly/2kd
oXMv

http://bit.ly/2N
nZ2gCew?usp=s
haring

https://bit.ly/2I
xwChL

Link

120 minutes
Additional
Reading

pp. 3 – 12
120 minutes

10 minutes

Page,
paragraph,
chapter,
time etc.

The tutorial describes how to
use the program GIMP for
image processing. It provides
sections for those who need
to master the basic skills for
work with the program and
those who want to acquire it
on an advanced level. The
material contains a detailed
description of how to use the
various functions of the
program. The description has

The material focus on
development of knowledge
and skills of the basics of
image processing,
implementation of creative IT
projects and presenting their
results.

This material focuses on some
of the latest rising trends
regarding social media
content, such as creation of
location-specific pages,
customized content,
ephemeral content, VR and AR
adoption.

Learning object
description

Learners will learn about:
Creating and editing simple
photo and video content.
Creating and editing digital
photos.
Most common editing tasks:
framing, capturing, slide
shows, adding text etc.
Hosting photographs.

Learners will learn about:
Creating and editing simple
photo and video content:
Creating and editing digital
photos.
Most common editing tasks:
framing, capturing, slide
shows, adding text etc.
Hosting photographs.

Learners will learn about
trends in digital content for
2020.

Learning outcomes
(LOut)

Chris Mahn

Youth Work HD

Blender

Windows 10 Video
editor tutorial

Usage of Digital
Tools – digital data
visualization tools.

Blender manual

Blender
manual

Make
infographics,
brochure,
comics, giff
image, avarars
etc.

Creating and
editing simple
photo and
video content

2018

2018

2019

http://bit.ly/2lO
dIKX

http://bit.ly/383
okZ8

http://bit.ly/2sk
3jdx

240 minutes
Additional
Reading

240 minutes

11 minutes

Manual about how to use 3D
modeling program Blender.
The manual has as a goal to

Learning material consists of
interesting and relevant
lessons containing videos,
quizzes, illustrated and
interactive content,
infographics and examples
from practice.
It includes many themes
related to data visualization,
such for example, how to
make infographics, brochure,
comics, giff image, avatars etc.

The video tutorial gives an
insight into how to create a
video from photos and videos
you select using program
Microsoft Photos, how to use
the video editor for fine-tuned
adjustments - change filters,
text, camera motion, music
and 3D effects.

been supplemented with
pictures for better visibility.
Tutorials include the following
sections:
Beginner.
Photo Editing.
Painting.
Programming.

Learners will learn about:
Developing 2D and 3D
graphics, infographics,

Learners will learn about:
Developing 2D and 3D
graphics, infographics,
brochure, magazine etc.
2D and 3D graphics
development tools.
Infographic, brochure
development tools.

Learners will learn about:
Creating and editing simple
photo and video content.
Creating and editing digital
photos.
Most common editing tasks:
framing, capturing, slide
shows, adding text etc.
Hosting photographs
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Steve Lund,
Patreon

Super Viz

Luis Chavez,
Gometa.io

How to animate
anything in Blender
(beginner tutorial)

Virtual
teleportation for
remote assistance.
SuperViz - creating
of virtual tour
about any place

Metaverse for
professional
development

Metaverse for
professional
development

Virtual
teleportion for
remote
assistance.
SuperViz creating of
virtual tour
about any
place

How to
animate
anything in
Blender
(beginner
tutorial)

2019

2018

2018

video

http://bit.ly/30e
O42c

http://bit.ly/2kd
q8vp

http://bit.ly/2ku
fpgt

50 minutes

50 minutes

50 minutes

Presentation about Metaverse
and how to use Metaverse
platform to create Augmented
reality (AR) and interactive
experience.
Content:

Guideline about how to use
SuperViz to quickly make
virtual reality, take a
panorama photo of
environment, make
augmented reality tasks and
teleport people to places.
Content:
What is SuperViz
How to use SuperViz

Video about how to animate
3D graphics in program
Blender. In this tutorial
participants will learn 4
different ways to animate in
Blender, with tips and tricks
on how to improve
animations.

provide:
•Insight in Blender’s way of
working, its internal
(technical) design – in order to
understand options and tools.
•Detailed functional
description of all features,
tools and options in Blender.

Learners will learn about:
Creating Augmented Reality
in different tools,
Augmented Reality
development tools.

Augmented Reality
development tools.

Learners will learn about:
Creating Augmented Reality
in different tools,

Learners will learn about:
Developing 2D and 3D
graphics, infographics,
brochure, magazine,
2D and 3D graphics
development tools,

brochure, magazine, etc.
2D and 3D graphics
development tools.
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Jonathan
Sitbon, Wix Blog

Dan
Barraclough,
Website
Builders

Step-By-Step
Guide: How to
Make a
Professional
Website in 2019

How to use Wix

How to use Wix

Step-By-Step
Guide: How to
Make a
Professional
Website in
2019

2019

2019

http://bit.ly/2ke
aYGi

http://bit.ly/2m
f2LT7

300 minutes
Additional
Reading

20 minutes

An instruction (step-by-step
guide) show how to use
popular website design
platform Wix and create a
website that’ļl impress every
vistitor.
Content:
How to use - drag-and-drop
website editor.
Templates and how to
customize it.
Optimize for Search Engines.
Domain name and publishing.

Step-by-step guide show how
to make a professional
website.
Content:
Choose website builder.
Define layout.
Claim domain name.
Gather content, etc.

What is Metaverse Studio
What can make in Metaverse
Examples
How to build experience

Learners will learn about:
Introduction to principles
and tools for mobile
application and webpage
development.
Creation and registration of
a domain name.
Choosing free online
platforms for webpage
development.

Learners will learn about:
Introduction to principles
and tools for mobile
application and webpage
development
Main sections of web page
Creation and registration of
a domain name
Choosing free online
platforms for webpage
development
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4. Digital Storytelling
Topics covered:
•
Introduction to the basics of Digital Storytelling
•
Digital Storytelling process in education
•
Creation of a storyboard
•
Creative Commons, images and copyright
•
Collection of materials for digital stories
•
Recording your narration
•
Production and release of your digital story
Learning Outcomes:
•

Able to exploit the Digital Storytelling technique in classroom as a tool to promote and preserve
Cultural Heritage

Learning Objectives:
•

What is Digital Storytelling and how it can be exploited in formal or non-formal educational
settings
•
How to create a storyboard to tell your story
•
How to collect multimedia relevant materials for your digital story
•
How to identify licensing modes and select free material on the web
•
How to use various multimedia tools and software to produce your digital story
Introduction:
Welcome to the fourth module of the Crowddreaming online course.
This module will introduce you to the technique of Digital Storytelling, aiming to inspire you to exploit
this technique with your students in order to create digital stories, not only for the cultural heritage, but
for other subjects too.
In this module you will find various Open Educational Resources that will help you understand what
digital storytelling is, how can it be applied, as educational tool, both in formal or non-formal educational
contexts, what are the key steps that you have to follow in order to develop and release a digital story,
what digital tools should you use for the production and finalization of your story.

Bernard R.
Robin
(University of
Houston, USA)

Linda Buturian,
(University of
Minnesota)

BRIGHTS Boosting Global
Citizenship
Education using
Digital
Storytelling

Story Abroad
Project
Co-funded by
Erasmus +

The Changing Story:
digital stories that
participate in
transforming
teaching & learning

Addressing Global
Citizenship
Education (GCE)
through Digital
Storytelling

Travelling Stories –
Digital storytelling
with young people

Author(s)/
source

The Power of
Digital Storytelling
to Support
Teaching and
Learning.

Title

Traveling
stories

BRIGHTS MOOC

How to create a
storyboard to
tell your story

What is Digital
Storytelling and
how it can be
exploited in
formal or nonformal
educational
settings

2014

2018

2016

Dece
mber
2016

Learning
PubliObjectives/ cation
date
Topics
Type

http://bit.ly/2F
NHCWl

http://bit.ly/2T
qPcOC

https://bit.ly/3
1LiubD

https://bit.ly/2l
HAh47

Link

Additional
Reading

Additional
Reading

Additional
Reading

pp. 1-9
90 minutes

Page,
paragraph,
chapter,
time etc.

This booklet is for anyone who
wants to look at the practices
of digital storytelling through
the experiences of nine

Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) on how to teach GCE
using digital storytelling
technique in formal and nonformal settings.

This e-book is a very handy
and comprehensive guide for
educators that would like to
apply Digital Storytelling
technique in their projects
with students.

This scientific article offers an
overview on how digital
storytelling is being used to
support teaching and learning
activities. In addition,
recommendations and
guidelines are presented for
educators who would like to
teach students to use digital
storytelling as an educational
endeavor.

Learning object
description

Learners will understand:
1. What is Digital
Storytelling;
2. How to apply digital

Learners will understand:
1. What is Digital
Storytelling;
2. How to apply digital
storytelling in formal or nonformal education.

Learners will understand:
1. What is Digital
Storytelling;
2. How to apply digital
storytelling in formal or nonformal education.

Learners will understand:
1. What is Digital
Storytelling;
2. How to apply digital
storytelling in formal or nonformal education.

Learning outcomes
(LOut)

Programme of
the European
Union

YIPPEE
Erasmus+
Project

Linda Buturian,
(University of
Minnesota)

Bessie
Mitsikopoulou,
National and
Kapodistrian
University of
Athens, Greece

studying and
working abroad

Promoting the
Sustainable
Development Goals
through Digital
Storytelling with
Youth

The Changing Story:
digital stories that
participate in
transforming
teaching & learning

How to Develop a
Digital Story Procedure and
Tools

English and
digital literacies

What is Digital
Storytelling and
how it can be
exploited in
formal or nonformal
educational
settings

YIPPEE Project
guidelines for
youth workers

2014

2016

2018

eBook

http://bit.ly/2F
HVwt8

https://bit.ly/3
1LiubD

http://bit.ly/2T
mCsbY

30 minutes
p.p. 16-24
15 minutes

Chapters 3
Appendix:
Storyboarding
Exercise:
Creating
storyboards
including the
external link
"Storyboardin
g tips from
Dreamworks!"

p.p. 23-35
Additional
Reading

This educational material
presents the 7 elements of
digital storytelling, providing
information about tools and
techniques that should be
used during the process of
creating a digital story.

This e-book offers exercises
that could help educators &
students become familiar with
the elements of a digital story.

These guidelines aim to
introduce the Digital
Storytelling methodology to
teachers and social workers as
a way to engage youths into
personal empowerment,
job/career counseling, and
heightening their
consciousness towards global
issues and Sustainable
Development Goals.

organizations around the
world under the umbrella of
the StoryA project.

Learners will understand
how to create the script and
the storyboard to tell their
story.

Learners will understand
how to create a storyboard
to tell their story.

2. How to apply digital
storytelling in formal or nonformal education.

Learners will understand:
1. What is Digital
Storytelling;

storytelling in formal or nonformal education.
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EU project:
iDIGital StoriesStories
Educational
Learning
Facilities

EU project: iDIGital StoriesStories
Educational
Learning
Facilities

Bessie
Mitsikopoulou,
National and
Kapodistrian
University of
Athens, Greece

GCFLearnFree.
org

Digital Storytelling
in Practice

Digital Storytelling
Toolkit

How to Develop a
Digital Story Procedure and
Tools

Copyright and fair
use

How to identify
licensing modes
and select free

English and
digital literacies

How to create a
storyboard to
tell your story

How to create a
storyboard to
tell your story

N/A

2014

2017

2017

https://bit.ly/3
2gaEaJ

http://bit.ly/2F
HVwt8

https://bit.ly/3
61ikjF

https://bit.ly/2
p7V2b8

15 minutes

10 minutes

pp. 25-31

Additional
Reading

pp. 20-21

pp. 52, 60-62
10 minutes

This material includes a free
online tutorial on licensing
modes of digital content on

This educational material
presents the 7 elements of
digital storytelling, providing
information about tools and
techniques that should be
used during the process of
creating a digital story.

This toolkit provides a
practical ‘shortcut’ guide to
running a DST workshop,
which builds on the standard
guidebook "Digital Storytelling
in Practice". It also includes a
visual representation in the
form of a short video and links
to other answers and videos
on how to make use of certain
digital software.

This document as a whole
offers an overview of the
methodology, which is
inherent to a first approach to
the digital storytelling model.
It provides assistance for
organizing and carrying out
digital storytelling training
sessions, by giving a step-bystep description of the entire
process.

Learners will learn how to
identify licensing modes and
select free material on the

Learners will learn how to
collect multimedia relevant
materials for their digital
story.

Learners will understand
how to create a storyboard
to tell their story.

Learners will understand
how to create a storyboard
to tell their story.
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GCFLearnFree.
org

Silvia Rosenthal
Tolisano

EU project: iDIGital StoriesStories
Educational
Learning
Facilities

Bernard R.
Robin,
University of
Houston, USA

Using Creative
Commons content

How-to-Guide
"Digital
Storytelling". Tools
for Educators

'Walkthrough'
video on how to
use iMovie video
editing tool.

The Power of
Digital Storytelling
to Support
Teaching and
Learning

How to use
various
multimedia
tools and
software to
produce your
digital story
How to use
various
multimedia
tools and
software to
produce your
digital story
Digital
Education

How to identify
licensing modes
and select free
material on the
web

material on the
web

2016

2017

2009

N/A

https://bit.ly/2l
HAh47

http://bit.ly/2t
4xINC

https://bit.ly/1
GkbD6g

http://bit.ly/36
PDelv

pp. 9-10
5 minutes

8 minutes

15 minutes

15 minutes

This scientific article offers an
overview on how digital
storytelling is being used to
support teaching and learning
activities. In addition,
recommendations and
guidelines are presented for
educators who would like to
teach students to use digital
storytelling as an educational
endeavor.

Brief presentation of the video
editing software tool for Mac
users: IMovie.

This guide suggests some
digital tools and information
on how to choose the right
ones for a DST project. The
tools are free for educators to
use.

This material includes a free
online tutorial on how to use
CC content and where to
search for Creative Commons
images or videos

the Internet and links to
obtaining free content.

Learners will learn about
open-source and
commercial options for
Digital Storytelling software.

Learners will learn about
iMovie video editor.

Learners will learn about
various multimedia tools
and software to produce
their digital story.

Learners will learn how to
identify licensing modes and
select free material on the
web.

web.
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5. Digital Cultural Heritage
Topics covered:
• Digital tools and technologies to create knowledge and innovative products
• Digital Cultural Heritage- meaning and principles
• Innovate processes and products
• Creative thinking skills
• Innovation
• School projects in culture
• eTwinning- the usage and applicability of the eTwinning platform
• Virtual reality and its application in culture
• Augmented reality in culture
• Cultural organizations and new technologies
Learning Outcomes:
• Present two examples of creative digital media
• Describe two different types of new technologies applied in culture
• Know the difference between tangible and intangible cultural heritage
• Know one platform for cultural projects in school community
• List 2 data bases of digitalised cultural objects and collections worldwide
• Select one convention on digital Cultural heritage.
Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select digital tools and technologies that can be used to create well-defined
Knowledge and well-defined innovative processes and products
Select activities to introduce cultural heritage into the class
Differentiate digital tools and technologies that can be used to create knowledge and to innovate
processes and products
Understand the meaning of Digital Cultural heritage
Learn more about the principles and conventions towards the Digital Cultural Heritage (tangible
and intangible)

• Acquire knowledge of the usage and applicability of the eTwinning platform
• Learn more about the virtual reality application in culture
• Learn more about augmented reality application in culture.
Introduction:
Welcome to the fifth module of the Crowddreaming online course!
In the module you will be able to find important Open Educational Resources on Digital Cultural Heritage
as well as additional material. This module provides you open sources such as papers, articles, videos
and links that will enable you to learn more on the subject. In the end, after studying the educational
material provided, you will be able to understand the meaning of Digital Cultural Heritage and learn
more about the virtual reality and the augmented reality applications in culture.
The additional material will help you to: a. select digital tools and technologies that can be used to create
well-defined knowledge and innovative processes and products, b. select activities to introduce cultural
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heritage into the class, c. differentiate digital tools and technologies that can be used to create
knowledge and innovate processes and products, d. learn more about the principles and conventions
towards the Digital Cultural Heritage (tangible and intangible) and e. acquaint knowledge of the usage
and applicability of the eTwinning platform.

Europeana
Foundation

TEDxGateway 2013

Management of
Data, Information,
and Knowledge
Group of the

Europeana White
Paper: Transforming
World with Culture

How will museums of
the future look?

A digital look at
physical museum
exhibits: Designing
personalized stories

Title

Author(s)/
source

Learn more about
augmented reality
application in
culture

Learn more about
the virtual reality
application in
culture

Europeana White
Paper:
Transforming
World with Culture

Learning
Objectives/
Topics

2013

April
2014

September
2015

Publication
date
Type

http://bit.ly/2NnG1
uH

http://bit.ly/2RbkV
kd

http://bit.ly/2uLHN
iP

Link

30 minutes

30 minutes

120 minutes

Page,
paragraph
, chapter,
time etc.

In this paper is presented the design of
handheld Augmented Reality (AR)
experiences that are seamlessly
incorporated into interactive museum

The video has English subtitles and script.

This learning object is a lecture of Prof. Sarah
Kenderdine, presented in TEDxGateway
2013.
Dr. Sarah Kenderdine through this YouTube
video, creates powerful interactive
experiences for museums—pioneering new
possibilities for visitors' engagement using
emerging technologies. In widely exhibited
installation works, she amalgamates cultural
heritage with new media art practice
through interactive cinema, augmented
reality and embodied narrative.

Europeana and its Network Association are
creating and executing strategic and
operational plans for promoting and
implementing digital cultural heritage in
education, tourism, research and the
creative industries.

Learners will be able to know more about
the Europeana’ s Strategy (2015 – 2020), and
specifically on what are the next steps on
increasing the use of digital cultural heritage
in research, education, tourism and the
creative industries. Learners through this
paper will learn why the digital cultural
heritage is important and what does a world
with digital cultural heritage look like.

Learning object description

Department of
Informatics &
Telecommunication
s of the University
of Athens.

Interreg Europe

European
Schoolnet Academy

with handheld
Augmented Reality in
museums

Digital solutions in the
field of cultural
heritage
A Policy Brief from the
Policy Learning
Platform on
Environment and
resource efficiency

Europeana in your
classroom: building
21st-century
competences with
digital cultural heritage

Select activities to
introduce cultural
heritage into the
class

Select digital tools
and technologies
that can be used to
create well-defined
knowledge and
well-defined
innovative
processes and
products

n/a

August
2018

http://bit.ly/2RdW
3sg

http://bit.ly/2NjFlX
1

Additional
Reading

5 hours per
week (25 in
total)
Free Online
Course –
MOOC

Additional
Reading

This is a free open to all Massive Open
Online Course, provided by European
Schoolnet Academy platform.
“The Europeana in your classroom: building
21st-century competences with digital
cultural heritage” online course is meant to
enhance teachers’ cultural and digital
competence and practices, improving their
understanding of cultural heritage in order
to more efficiently integrate it into their

The objective of this policy brief is to
describe the different opportunities created
through digital technologies for the
preservation and promotion of cultural
heritage. The document provides a brief
overview of the EU policy documents
addressing digitization of cultural heritage
and presents inspiring good practices
stemming from the Interreg Europe projects.
Digital solutions are also applied in the field
of natural heritage, but the focus of this
policy brief is on cultural heritage.

narratives, specifically for the Acropolis
Museum. The experiences start by forming a
visitor profile that later dynamically adapts
the narrative, including the AR activities, to
the user‘s behavior. In this cohesive
narrative context, the AR activities provide
four ways to digitally look at the exhibits:
virtual reconstruction of the original aspect;
placement in the original location; visual
highlighting of interesting details and
annotations; and recreation of mythological
appearances. The challenges of this design
are presented, concluding with a discussion
and lessons learned.
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New Technologies
for the Cultural
and Scientific
Heritage Sector

DigCULT TechnologyWatchR
eport 1

Differentiate
digital tools and
technologies that
can be used to
create knowledge
and to innovate
processes and
products

February
2003

http://bit.ly/2TmvY
tt

Additional
Reading

DigiCULT project releases a series of reports
providing a technical analysis of each core
technology, a description of its benefits and
an explanation of how it could be deployed.
In DigCULT - Technology Watch Reports 1
the project team identifies and describes
technologies that are either not currently
used in the heritage sector or are underutilized by it. The Digital Culture Forum
(DigiCULT Forum, IST-2001-34898) monitors
and assesses research and technological
developments in and for the cultural

•
Learn how to build learning
activities using Europeana Collections
resources

•
Learn how to search and use the
Europeana Collections website
•
Explore and become familiar with
the various Europeana apps, tools and
materials

•
Learn how to use Europeana
Collections to teach their subjects

In this MOOC, participants will:
•
Understand why it is important to
use European cultural heritage in education

lessons and practices, regardless of the
subject they usually teach. This course was
produced under the Europeana DSI-3 project
and updated under the Europeana DSI-4
project, which are co-financed by the
Connecting Europe Facility of the European
Union. The course content has been
produced by the Europeana DSI-3 Developer
Group of 18 teachers, the Europeana DSI-4
Teacher ambassadors, the Europeana
Foundation and European Schoolnet.
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Convention on the
Value of Cultural
Heritage for Society
(Faro Convention,
2005)

Council of Europe
Secretariat in
consultation with
the Faro
Convention
Network (FCN)
members.

Learn more about
the principles and
conventions
towards the Digital
Cultural; Heritage
(tangible and
intangible);

n/a
YouTube
video:
publishe
d in 10
February
2017

http://bit.ly/2RdW
aUI and additional
video:
http://bit.ly/2TqJN
Hk

FARO
CONVENTION
ACTION PLAN
HANDBOOK
2018 -2019
Additional
Reading

The Faro Convention is a “framework
convention” which, through its heritage-led
work, defines issues at stake, general
objectives and possible fields of intervention
for member States to progress.

The Faro Convention emphasizes the
important aspects of heritage as they relate
to human rights and democracy. It promotes
a wider understanding of heritage and its
relationship to communities and society. The
Convention encourages people to recognize
that objects and places are not, in
themselves, what is important about cultural
heritage.

- what evidence do the case studies provide
that might encourage widespread adoption
of the technology;
- who are the main providers or developers
of the technology.

- which organizations have adopted the
technology and what benefits they have
obtain from using it;

- what benefits it will bring to different
heritage communities;
- what obstacles are there to deploying the
technology in the sector;
- what risks the technology may pose (e.g.
financial, staffing, management, training);

- how the technology can be applied to the
heritage sector;

Learners will be familiar with:
- the nature and capabilities of the
technology;

heritage sector in Europe. The DigCULT
project was funded by European
Commission.
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Learning from the past,
designing our future:
Europe’s cultural
heritage through
eTwinning

eTwinning

Acquaint
knowledge of the
usage and
applicability of the
eTwinning
platform;

Septemb
er 2018

http://bit.ly/2td5Ia
t

Additional
Reading

The 2018 eTwinning book (available in 27
languages) is dedicated to bringing cultural
heritage to the classroom. The aim of the
book is to unfold the various aspects of
cultural heritage and to offer examples of
eTwinning projects - many of them involving
Eastern partner countries - as well as ideas
for activities related to cultural heritage.
eTwinning offers a platform for staff
(teachers, head teachers, librarians, etc.),
working in a school in one of the European
countries involved, to communicate,
collaborate, develop projects, share, feel and
be part of the most exciting learning
community in Europe. eTwinning is cofunded by the Erasmus+, the European
programme for Education, Training, Youth
and Sport.

The Faro Convention Action Plan is designed
to translate the Faro Convention principles
into practice into the Faro Convention Action
Plan Handbook.
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6. Media literacy
Topics covered:
•

Media literacy
– Definition
– Key concepts
• Media and information
• The importance of media literacy
• The role of media and other information providers in democratic society
• The role of media and other information providers in democratic society
• The functions of media providers and the necessary conditions to perform these functions
• Creation of visual content for media
• Media literacy and civic participation
• Freedom of expression, plurality and diversity of content in media providers
• Interacting with media
• The role of users, citizens and audiences
Learning Outcomes:
•
•

Identify key learning outcomes/elements of media literacy
Understand media literacy, and its importance and relevance in the lives of students and teachers
today
• Explore the roles of media and other information providers such as libraries and archives
• Explore these roles in a variety of media and information texts
• Understand and describe the functions of media providers as these relate to access to
information and knowledge, self-expression, and participation in democratic processes, and
identify the conditions needed for media to perform those functions
• Understand and describe the key concepts that are used by media
• Understand how knowledge of these concepts will help users/citizens to critically interact with
media
Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Defining ‘information’ and ‘media’
Exploring the importance of the media and other information providers
Describing key learning outcomes of media literacy
Functions of media and other information providers such as libraries and archives
What citizens should expect from media and other information providers such as libraries and
archives

•
•

Media literacy and its Importance to democracy and good governance
Freedom of expression, editorial independence of media, plurality and diversity in media
providers
How media communicate meaning
The issue of representation: how media present information, people, cultures, images, places,
etc.

•
•
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•
•

The role of users, citizens and audiences
Engaging with media through production of user-generated content

Introduction:
Welcome to the last module of the Crowddreaming online course!
In this module you will find Open Educational Resources that will help you to: a. understand what media
and information literacy is, and its importance in the lives of students and teachers today, b. investigate
the roles of media and other information providers such as libraries, archives and Internet, c. understand
how media and other information providers present the information d. explore the role of users, citizens
and audiences.
The additional material will help you to understand and describe the functions of media and other
information providers as these relate to the access to information and knowledge, self - expression, and
participation in democratic processes, and to identify the conditions needed to perform those functions.
In addition, you will be able to identify the ways in which media and information literacy can enrich the
teaching and learning process.

Wilson, Carolyn;
Grizzle, Alton;
Tuazon, Ramon;
Akyempong,
Kwame;
Cheung, Chi-Kim

Wilson, Carolyn;
Grizzle, Alton;
Tuazon, Ramon;
Akyempong,
Kwame;
Cheung, Chi-Kim
Wilson, Carolyn;
Grizzle, Alton;
Tuazon, Ramon;
Akyempong,
Kwame;
Cheung, Chi-Kim

Defining
‘information’ and
‘media’
(Understanding
media and
information
literacy)

Interacting with
media and other
information
providers such as
libraries, archives
and the Internet
Media and
information literacy
and civic
participation

Title

Author(s)/
source

2011

2011

Media and
information
literacy
curriculum for
teachers

2011

Media and
information
literacy
curriculum for
teachers

Media and
information
literacy
curriculum for
teachers

Learning
PubliObjectives/ cation
date
Topics
Type

https://bit.ly/2l
KDm3n

https://bit.ly/2l
KDm3n

https://bit.ly/2l
KDm3n

Link

pages 65-69,
Module 1,
Unit 3,
90 minutes
Additional
Reading

pages 69-72,
Module 1,
Unit 2

pages 60 - 64,
Module 1,
Unit 1,
90 minutes

Page,
paragraph,
chapter,
time etc.

This manual will help teachers
to identify key factors that
journalistic practices should
respect, and that citizens
have come to expect of
journalism.

This manual will help teachers
to examine the interaction
between media and other
information providers and the
audience.

This manual will help teachers
to examine the roles of media
and other information
providers and evaluate the
sources of information.

Learning object
description

At the end of this module
teachers should be able to:
Understand media and
information literacy, and its
importance and relevance in
the lives of students and
teachers today;
Identify credible information
sources by putting key
questions;
Identify and evaluate the roles
of media and other information
providers such as libraries,
archives and Internet;
Explore these roles in a variety
of media and information texts.
At the end of this module
teachers should be able to:
Examine and analyse media
images or representations;
Identify the role of users,
citizens and audiences
At the end of this module
teachers should be able to:
Understand and describe the
functions of media and other
information providers as these
relate to access to information
and knowledge, self-expression,
and participation in democratic
processes;

Learning outcomes
(LOut)

Media and
information
literacy, teaching
and learning
(Pedagogical
approaches for
MIL)

Wilson, Carolyn;
Grizzle, Alton;
Tuazon, Ramon;
Akyempong,
Kwame;
Cheung, Chi-Kim

Media and
information
literacy
curriculum for
teachers

2011

https://bit.ly/2l
KDm3n

pages 72-76,
Module 1,
Unit,
90 minutes
Additional
Reading
This manual will help teachers
to examine pedagogical
approaches for media and
information literacy.

Identify the conditions needed
for media and other
information providers to
perform those functions.
At the end of this module
teachers should be able to:
Identify the ways in which
media and information literacy
can enhance the teaching and
learning process;
Explore pedagogical approaches
associated with media and
information literacy;
Develop particular activities
that utilize these pedagogical
approaches.
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Conclusions
The knowledge and understanding of cultural heritage represent a fundamental contribution to the training
of younger generations by promoting a mature and conscious relationship with their territory and cultural
resources. Youths can play a significant role as kick-starters for integrated and inter-disciplinary actions
because, besides being the main reference for the future prospects, they are essential to innovate the
development of cultural heritage. Therefore, the leading role of young people is central both to enhance
their personal inclinations, as to make sure that they really feel like the owners of cultural heritage and given
of the responsibilities that this entails.
The Crowddreaming approach supports teachers’ professional development, facilitates them in the
definition and implementation of learning outcomes, and enables them to embed creativity and innovation
in their lessons, increasing student’s motivation, enhance intercultural education, and improve overall the
quality and engagement of school education. The project CDDC intends to answer the stated issues in four
different EU education systems through offering new and innovative approach to professional training of the
teachers and educators, as well as improving digital competences and raise young people’s awareness of
preserving cultural heritage.
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Appendix
Action Plan Development Guide
Instructions
This template will guide you to prepare a simple, but effective action plan for your activities with your
students for the Europa Square Challenge.
The template provides a very simplified version of the Art of Crowddreaming method. It is all that you might
need to get accurate action plans done with very little effort. However, you are welcome to read the "Art of
Crowddreaming Handbook" to dig deeper into the method and for more useful insights.
At the end of the process you will obtain: - A clear understanding of your goals and of the Europa Square
Challenge scenario; - A clear picture of people involved and of their role in your activities for the Europa
Square Challenge; - A clear understanding of the key events in your run for the Europa Square Challenge; Your Action Plan in the form of a collection of to-do lists, that will help you to prepare, run and evaluate the
key events and activities to participate to the Europa Square Challenge.
You are welcome to fill the template in English or in your own language. Help yourself with the in-field
instructions and with the pre-filled example at the end of the template.
The template contains three main sections to fill, structured after the main phases of the Art of
Crowddreaming method:
•

Section 1: From Insight to Intent

•

Section 2: From Intent to Story

•

Section 3: From Story to Project

The key idea behind the Art of Crowddreaming method is that if a project worked, the people who made it
happen share a success story. Imagining the desired happy ending and building the story back to its
beginnings is a very approachable and thorough method to plan all the required activities, without having to
deal with the complex technical language of planning and project management systems, originally developed
for the enterprise or scientific research world. Non-professionals and even secondary schools students can
develop accurate plans, using the Art of Crowddreaming method.
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Section 0: General Information
This first section of the template collects a few useful general information.

General Information
Author(s):
School:
Release date:
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Section 1: From Insight to Intent
The starting point to engage a crowd into a project is being able to share a very clear Intent.
The first step of the Art of Crowddreaming process is all about transforming the initial Insight of an individual
or a small group of people into a clear and sound Intent, that can motivate a crowd to be engaged in the
project. It's the noble and relevant goal that people might desire to achieve for altruistic motivations.
In the Crowddreaming: Youth co-create Digital Culture project both the Insight and the Intent have been
defined by project partners, and presented to teachers. If you are here, we probably you have agreed with
both the Insight and the Intent, after exploring them during the coaching circles held in 2019. As a result of
participating to those coaching circle you might want have developed a personal angle both on the shared
Insight and Intent. Please, record your remarks in this section of the template.

Section 1.1: Insight
The original Insight, from which the Crowddreaming: Youth co-create Digital Culture project originated and
the idea of the Europa Square Challenge was born, is as follows:
The so-called "digital native" generations are the first ones to face the epochal challenge to transmit
their material and immaterial culture through digital constructs. It is an almost completely new game,
that will shape the future of humankind as today's choices define what of contemporary and,
partially, of past culture will be available in the next centuries. At the same time, the fine-tuned
educational machine based on the analytical model, that served humankind so well for the last three
centuries, is facing a deep crisis because it is not able by design to keep up with the pace of a world,
which changes at an unprecedented speed, largely because of the effects of the Digital
Transformation.

Personal Insight (Max 500 chars)
Please, add here the elements of your personal Insight, which better adapt the common Insight to your specific context.

Example

Personal Insight (Max 500 chars)

In my opinion it is important not to take into account only the crisis of the educational system, but to have
a more holistic approach, since all components of society are both part of the problem and of the solution.
Namely, politics moves very slowly and their decisions are a decisive factor in order to be able to face the
Digital Transformation challenge in any sector of the society.

Section 1.2: Intent
The Intent, or desirable result, declared by the Crowddreaming: Youth co-create Digital Culture project, is
as follows:
We want to deliver a new sustainable process that might help teachers to let students be aware of
the existence and of the nature of the digital culture challenge that they are facing. The process
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revolves around a yearly contest that challenges students to contribute to the creation of a "digital
monument" dedicated to the value of the cross-cultural nature of European society. Reflecting about
what _"building a digital monument" means, students will develop a deeper understanding of what
digital culture is and of the ways to transmit it to the generations to come.

Personal Intent (Max 500 chars)
Please, add here the elements of your personal Intent, which better adapt the common Intent to your specific context.

Example

Personal Intent (Max 500 chars)
I feel that in my school a special effort has to be dedicated to explaining what "Digital Culture" means.
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Section 2: From Intent to Story
A compelling and convincing story is the catalyst to engage people in a project and to make them move in
the same direction. Moreover, a professionally written story is a very effective self-assessment tool that helps
not only to list all the people, events, resources required to transform the intent into reality, but also to figure
out their mutual relationships and the human interactions that have to be in place.

Section 2.1: Happy Ending
The desired Happy Ending is the starting point to write the success story of a project. For the Crowddreaming:
Youth co-create Digital Culture the main happy ending has been defined as part of the project proposal. You
are expected to add your personal angle to it, depending on your school-specific scenario.

Happy Ending
Shared
Each school participating in the Europa Square Challenge organizes the inauguration of Europa Square at
its headquarters in October, in the same week as the inauguration of the instance installed in Brussels.
Europa Square is an augmented reality construct, a collective work of art, to which the students of the
participating schools have contributed.
Each school created a scene of thanksgiving to another people who inhabit or have inhabited Europe for
their contribution to today's common culture. In this way, all together they created a modular and
expandable digital monument, which represents the value of European transculturality.
The presentation event is attended by the other students of the school, the teachers, the parents. Each
one is asked to enrich the work with their own small act of thanks, using the augmented reality application
that allows you to see the monument and interact with it.
The success of the event allows students who participated to understand the value of their work and the
multiplier effect to collaborate on a European level. They alone would have made a simple digital scene.
Together with all the other schools they have created a monument exhibited in Brussels and capable of
generating the attention of many people in their school and in their city. The school decides that it will
repeat the initiative in the following years.
Personal (Max 1,500 chars)
Please add here your personal angle on the above shared main intent, if you have one.

Section 2.2: Storyline
What is the storyline of the success story that led to the desired happy ending of the change process?
The storyline is a short text, which can be imagined as the skeleton of a four-storey building (acts), each of
which will then be divided into rooms (scenes), that are functional to meet the needs of the people
(characters) who will inhabit it.

Storyline
The Crisis (max 1,000 chars)
Briefly describe the "crisis" event that forces change, and the normal situation that preceded it. The term "Crisis" must be
understood in an etymological sense: an event that forces you to make a decision with significant consequences. For those who
are reading these lines, the crisis event is the invitation to participate in the Europa Square Challenge.
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The Search (max 1,000 chars)
Describe the phase of research and ideation of the solution to the problem, which coincides with the phase of preparation of the
actual activities with the students. Which students to involve? And how? Who to get help from? What school resources will be
needed? How to insure them? What theme to propose to create the thanksgiving scene?

The Solution (max 1,000 chars)
Describe the implementation phase of the solution envisaged in the previous act. How will the work with the students take place?
How to declare the chosen theme in a thanksgiving scene? How to assist students during the production of the digital content of
their scene? How to organize a first moment of presentation of their scene?

The Final Decision (max 1,000 chars)
Describe the moment and the consequences of the final choice that precedes the organization of the monument inauguration event
at your school. Has the path followed so far convinced students and professors of the value of operating in a European network?
Did you understand the profoundly transcultural nature of today's Europe, despite its wide diversity? For the characters who answer
yes, describe their contribution to the organization of the inauguration. For the characters that give a negative answer, imagine
the consequent actions.

Example

Storyline

The Crisis (max 1,500 chars)
Proffesor teaches in a high school. All things considered, it is not that bad: school has many problems, but
in the end he is able to teach something to his students. And some of them give great gratification. You
can't ask for more. Or maybe yes? The new digital dimension of reality is elusive. A piece that never wants
to fall into place in the complex mosaic of the educational offer. It almost seems like a gaseous lifeform
that makes fun of our efforts to grab it and force it into a container. Frustrating, but there are the thousand
urgencies of everyday life that come before these existential ailments. Like his daughter's 18th birthday:
she wants a big party and a lot of attention. The feeling of missing an important goal with one's students
remains. He could just go with the flow and live a quiet life, but still it's an annoying buzz in his head. One
day Prof receives an invitation to an European challenge: to imagine what a digital monument is and to
build it with his students. Finally, someone who talks about culture and "digital thinking" instead of buying
new computers at school! Things to do are so many already, and yet... maybe...
The Search (max 1,500 chars)
Prof decides that he might try to involve students from different classes in his school. He wants them
motivated and it is good that there is an exchange between students of different courses and ages. He
needs help from other professors, though. Many say no for many reasons. Luckily, he finds two interested
ones. And they teach disciplines other than his. Great! Especially since one teaches English. It will come in
handy. Unfortunately, the school is under assessment by the Ministry of Education and the Inspector
believes that students should just sit at a desk and study on books what has been carefully prepared for
them by the experts. The Inspector states clearly that he considers this project a waste of time and he will
evaluate Prof negatively, if he insists on wasting his students' time on such nonsenses. That
notwithstanding, Prof and his colleagues organize a presentation to all students with the support of the
Dean. The curiosity is great, but only a patient work of collecting the adhesions class by class in the
following days allows to create the team of 20 students. And in the meantime, Prof's daughter is not happy,
because her 18th birthday party is not receiving enough attention by her father. In the meantime Prof and
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colleagues write the action plan, using the OER made available by the project and with the help of the
tutors. It is less difficult than it seemed and in the end many problems - and solutions - emerge that he
would not have thought of before. From a chat with the students also emerges a theme that they feel.
Ready to go!
The Solution (max 1,500 chars)
Prof and his colleagues organize two meetings with the students. In the first they discuss the topic in depth
and with Metaverse Studio they compile the basic template for the AR experience together. They also
decide that they will complete it with a short in-depth video. In the second meeting they examine together
the template for the script of the story, draw up a first draft and divide the students into groups, to complete
it. A group is created on Telegram to keep in touch and for quick requests for clarifications. An intermediate
meeting is agreed to examine a first draft and then a second to see the final result. While the students
work, Prof and colleagues from time to time contact the tutors for clarification. Prof and his fellow Teachers
have to work miracles to dodge the Inspector, while they develop their activities. And Prof has to work often
by night to get everything done: his daughter is driving him crazy, but she is a good girl and she deserves
that party. In the end the miracle takes place and the thanksgiving scene in augmented reality takes shape
in front of the cameras of the student's smartphones!
The Final Decision (max 1,500 chars)
At the beginning of the school year Prof and the students see their work inserted in Europa Square together
with the ones of the other schools. They realize that they are part of an important project and the value of
collaborating on a European level. The enthusiasm overcomes the doubts about the effort to organize a
presentation event for students, teachers and parents: if the Inspector is not happy with it... well, better to
feel proud of yourself rather than getting maybe a 13,2€ raise on their monthly wage sometimes in the
distant future. Prof and colleagues with the support of the Dean involve other teachers in the organization.
Students are assigned the task of acting as demonstrators. The general rehearsal is fine. The final event is
also successful. The Dean and other colleagues are convinced of the effectiveness of the formula and decide
to organize themselves to repeat the experience every year.

Section 2.3: Main Perspectives
The Story must be looked at from four main perspectives.

Perspectives

Overall perspective

Briefly describe the general context in which the story unfolds and which defines it. For example, the scenario of the first episode
of "Star Wars" is the War between Empire and Rebels.

Protagonist perspective
Briefly describe the point of view of the protagonist, or of the one who promotes action and change in history. For example, in the
first "Star Wars", Luke Skywalker wants to save Princess Leila.

Influence Character perspective
Briefly describe the point of view of the character that forces the protagonist to change or influence the way he changes. For
example, in the first "Star Wars", Obi Wan Kenobi pushes Luke to follow the Way of the Force.
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Protagonist-Influence Character perspective
Briefly describe the dialectical relationship between Protagonist and Catalyst. For example, in the first "Star Wars" Obi Wan Kenobi
trains a reluctant Luke Skywalker.

Example

Perspectives

Overall perspective
At a time of serious crisis in the growth of the European Union, many think that Culture is a much more
important glue than Economy. A project for schools in Italy has proven to be an effective tool for promoting
awareness of Europe's highly transcultural nature and the value of this feature. A partnership of social
innovation organizations works together to improve and adapt this good practice to a European scenario.
Protagonist perspective
Prof believes in Europe and wants to do everything possible to communicate his values to his students. In
addition, he is always looking for new tools to engage students and make culture more interesting for them.
Influence Character perspective
Tutor G knows well that the worst enemy of innovation are the urgencies of the newspaper and wants to
help the teachers participating in the project not to fall into the temptation to improvise fast solutions to
achieve the goal with the students: they would solve immediately, but acquiring a method guarantees a
better quality of results and pays more in the medium-long term.
Protagonist-Influence Character Relationship perspective
Tutor G and Prof know each other and collaborate thanks to a chat channel. Tutor G must be persistent
and patient at the beginning in asking for the respect of tasks and deadlines, but soon this relationship
evolves into a real peer-to-peer process of co-creation, where Prof and the other teachers make their own
available to all knowledge not only for the pleasure of collaborating with people with the same interests
and ideals, but also for the successes that come together.

Sezione 2.4: Roles
The purpose of a story is to show the different points of view through which to evaluate an important choice.
These perspectives are embodied by the archetypal roles of the characters in a story.
A character can cover multiple roles. For example, Guardian and Reason as Obi Wan Kenobi in the first "Star
Wars", or Protagonist and Emotion as Luke Skywalker.
It is not strictly mandatory that all Roles are covered by a character, but in that case an important aspect is
likely to be overlooked.
Fill in the following table, replacing the general description of each Role with its contextualization for your
Story and assigning it the Character that represents it. Definitions are extracted from the Dramatica: Theory
of Story book.
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Roles
Role

Description
Protagonist is the chief proponent and principal driver of the effort to achieve the story’s goal

Protagonist
The Antagonist is diametrically opposed to the Protagonist’s successful attainment of the goal.

Antagonist

Guardian

Contagonist

Reason

Emotion

Sidekick

Skeptic

The Guardian functions as a teacher/helper who represents the Conscience of the Story. This is a
protective character who eliminates obstacles and illuminates the path ahead. In this way, the
Guardian helps the Protagonist stay on the proper path to achieve success.

This character works to place obstacles in the path of the Protagonist, and to lure it away from
success. It represents Temptation. Because the Contagonist and Antagonist both have a negative
effect on the Protagonist, they can easily be confused with one another. They are, however, two
completely different characters because they have two completely different functions in the
Story. Whereas the Antagonist works to stop the Protagonist, the Contagonist acts to deflect the
Protagonist. The Antagonist wants to prevent the Protagonist from making further progress, the
Contagonist wants to delay or divert the Protagonist for a time.

The Reason Character is calm, collected, and cool, perhaps even cold. It makes decisions and takes
action wholly on the basis of logic. Reason and Emotion describe the conflict between our purely
practical conclusions and considerations of our human side. Throughout a story, the Reason and
Emotion Archetypal Characters will conflict over the proper course of action and decision,
illustrating the deliberation between intellect and heart.

The Emotion Character has its heart on its sleeve; it is quick to anger, but also quick to empathize.
Because it is frenetic and disorganized, however, most of its energy is uncontrolled and gets
wasted by lashing out in so many directions that it ends up running in circles and getting nowhere.
Reason and Emotion describe the conflict between our purely practical conclusions and
considerations of our human side.

The purpose of the Sidekick is to show faithful support. Sidekick and the Skeptic represent the
conflict between confidence and doubt in the Story. The Sidekick notes the indicators that point
to success. The interactions between Sidekick and Skeptic describe the Story Mind’s consideration
of the likelihood of success.

The nature of the Skeptic is nicely described in the line of a song… “Whatever it is, I’m against
it.” In the Story, it is the function of the Skeptic to note the indicators that portend failure.

Example

Roles
Role

Description
Character
Prof is a teacher who wants to make its students
Protagonista
Prof
participate to the Europa Square Challenge.

Character
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Antagonista

Guardian

Contagonist

Reason

Emotion

Sidekick

Skeptic

The Inspector thinks that extracurricular activities are a
waste of time and damage students. He will do all that he
can to dissuade teachers to follow new paths.
The Tutor knows that teachers need support, but also
discipline to be able to focus on the project and resist
temptation of cutting angles because of lack of time and
everyday's small emergencies to manage.
Prof's daughter is turning 18 and wants a big party. All
that she wants is to be reassured that she will have her
father's undivided attention in the most important
moment of her life.
The Dean thinks that Prof is up to something good, but
she knows that many elements have to be balanced to
keep a school going on. She will support Prof to a limit
and only if he can prove that it is worth it.
A group of brilliant enthusiast we-will-change-the-worldnow-and-here students can't wait to start building a
digital monument. They think that enthusiasm is all that
it takes to change the world and doing the right thing is
all that counts.
Part of that same group of students are geeks who
embrace digital technology as the way to leave their
mark, by creating something that previous generation
were simply not enabled to do. They are sure that they
will accomplish the mission of creating the best digital
scene ever, following the hints of Prof, whom they adore.
A few colleagues of Prof believe too that digital
technology can facilitate students' approach to culture
and are willing to experiment with him.
Many students have still a low self-esteem or just feel
cozy in their comfort zone. Their mantra is "We can't
change anything, so why bother". A great excuse not to
prove themselves and to avoid to manage potential
failure. Something they don't feel ready to do.

The Inspector

Tutor G.

The Daughter

The Good Dean

The Enthusiast
Students

The Enthusiast
Students, the
fellow Teachers

The "I don't
care" Students

Sezione 2.5: List of Main Scenes
Transforming the plot into a script allows you to identify the key moments of history and define their place,
moment, participants and their interactions, significant events and necessary resources. For a story all this is
necessary to write a credible and coherent story.
In this section he creates a list of the significant scenes, obtaining it from the re-reading of the plot. If
executed correctly, this task allows you to obtain a list of all the milestones of your history and therefore also
of your project. Re-read the storyline and extrapolate the key scenes you have identified.
In the Phase column enter the storyline's phase the scene belongs to. Add all the lines needed to complete
the list.
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List of Main Scenes
N.
1
2
3

Phase

Scene

Example

List of Main Scenes
N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Phase
The Search
The Search
The Search
The Search
The Search
The Solution
The Solution
The Solution
The Solution
The Solution
The Solution
The Final Decision
The Final Decision
The Final Decision
The Final Decision
The Final Decision
The Final Decision

Scene
Present the project to the Dean and selected fellow teachers
Present the project to the students
Enroll students
Develop the Action Plan
Choose the subject
Develop a draft AR experience with Metaverse Studio
Outline the story with students and assign their tasks
Online Chat session with Tutors
Intermediate Check
Online chat session with Students
The Final Check
The preview of Europa Square
Meet the Dean
Meet the Students to organize the event
The Final Rehearsal
The Big Day
Committing to renew the Challenge

Section 2.6: Description of Scenes
Now for each scene fill the following table. You have to briefly describe the character's behavior based on
the role. Make sure to describe how the Protagonist reacts to each of them. Obviously not all the characters
must be present in all the scenes, apart from probably the protagonist. Add rows if needed.

Scene N.(Replace text in parenthesis with the same number from the scenes list)
Title

Phase
Location
Date/Time
Description
Character 1 (Role/s)
How does he/she participate to the scene?
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Character 2 (Role/s)
How does he/she participate to the scene?

Character 3 (Role/s)
How does he/she participate to the scene?

Character 4 (Role/s)
How does he/she participate to the scene?

Example

Scene N.2
Title

Present the project to the students
Phase
The Search
Location
School's Lecture Hall
Date/Time
Mid March 2020
Description
All students of the school are invited to the Aula Magna. The principal explains why the students are there.
Prof opens his presentation with a short emotional video, followed by some explanatory slides and a very
short speech. He decided that he only wants motivated and curious students to live a new experience,
therefore in his speech he underlines the difficulty of the challenge, but also the possibility of learning
something uncommon. Many students are quickly distracted with their smartphones, but a couple of small
groups become very careful and start exchanging glances. Prof receives a phone call from his daughter,
but does not notice it because the phone is muted. Prof's colleagues speak to emphasize that it is a
multidisciplinary project and that they will give all their support. At the end of the meeting Prof notices
the missed call and calls the daughter back. She is angry because they have to go and book the cake for
the birthday party and Prof is getting late.
Prof - Protagonist
Prof wants to use the presentation to select 20 curious and truly motivated students to have a new and
challenging experience.
The Dean - Reason
The Dean is participating because he sees potential in the initiative and wants to make sure students
understand it's important.
The Fellow Teachers - Sidekick
The Fellow Teachers want to give their support to Prof.
The Enthusiast Students - Sidekick, Emotion
At first they pay attention only because they respect Prof, but slowly they get excited when they
understand that they can live a new and different experience.
The "I don't care" Students - Skeptic
They participate because they are forced, but do not want to get involved in anything new or oppose in
principle to refuse the authority of adults.
The Daughter - Contagonist
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She knows very well that her father has an important event that day, but she wants to make him feel guilty
to reassure herself that she is at the top of his priorities.

Sezione 2.7: Final check questions
Answer the following questions to check the consistency of your story and your role in it.

Final Check
What is the Protagonist Resolve?
Does your Protagonist Change his way of dealing with the problem at the heart of the story or remain Steadfast in his
convictions? (Replace with your answer.)

What is the Protagonist Growth?
Does your Protagonist grow by adopting a new useful trait or by outgrowing an old inappropriate one? (Replace with your answer.)

What is the Protagonist Approach?
Is your Protagonist a Be-er who mentally adapts to his environment or a Do-er who physically changes his environment? (Replace
with your answer.)

What is the Protagonist Problem-Solving Style?
Will you use a Linear problem solving style or a Holistic problem solving style? (Replace with your answer.)

What is the Story Driver?
Is the overall story driven by Actions first (such as the time travelers arriving in The Terminator) or Decisions first (such as Daniel
Hillard’s decision to impersonate a woman in Mrs. Doubtfire)? (Replace with your answer.)

Example

Final Check
What is the Protagonist Resolve?
Prof embarks on the project because he is convinced of the need to find new training methods. In the end
he is confirmed in the decision that this research is the most important aspect of being a teacher.
What is the Protagonist Growth?
Throughout history, Prof improves his ability to plan his activities and to engage students, learning the Art
of Crowddreaming.
What is the Protagonist Approach?
Prof is a thinker always looking for new ideas to apply to his work, which he lives like a mission.
What is the Protagonist Problem-Solving Style?
Prof sees young people as the center of a complex system of relationships, which must be managed
delicately to help them grow into adults capable of entering positively into society and living a good life.
Therefore, his approach is holistic. This is why he is comfortable with the Art of Crowddreaming.
What is the Story Driver?
The evolution of the story is driven by Prof's decision to participate in the Europa Square Challenge to
experience a new way of letting students discover culture through digital technologies.
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Section 3: From Story to Project
At this point you have obtained a first draft of the script of the story of your successful participation in the
Europa Square Challenge. In this way you have explicitly identified all the key situations, the people who must
participate in them and their interactions. You have also implicitly identified the material resources you need
and at least the timeline of events. That's all you need to write a simple, yet effective action plan for your
Project.
For each scene described in the story, copy and fill the following table. You will get a list of things to do
before, during and after each scene. Lists are an elementary tool, but extremely useful because, when it is
time to act, you generally don't have time to think and remember what to do. Without the help of a to-do
list it is almost inevitable to forget something. Furthermore, the lists are also excellent for checking whether
the expected results have been achieved and to facilitate the replicability of the event.

(Replace with Scene N. and Title)

Checklist 1: Before the Scene
Location: <Replace with location's name>
What do you have to do to ensure scene location's availability?

Participant: <Replace with character's name>
What do you have to do in order to make sure that this participant will be there? (Add a line for each participant)

Resource: <Replace with resource's name>
What do you have to do in order to make sure that this resource will be available? (Add a line for each resource needed)

Requirement: <Replace with requirement>
Which other requirements must be fulfilled in order to make the scene develop the right way? (Add a line for each requirement)

Checklist 2: During the Scene
Location: <Replace with location's name>
List here all that you are supposed to do to set up the location at the beginning of the scene

Participant: <Replace with character's name>
How do you expect to interact with each participant during the Scene? (Add a line for each participant)

Resource: <Replace with resource's name>
How are you supposed to use this resource during the scene? (Add a line for each resource needed)

Additional notes
List here everything else you should do or remember during the scene

Checklist 3: After the Scene
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Location: <Replace with location's name>
List here all that you are supposed to do when you leave the location at the end of the scene

Participant: <Replace with character's name>
Which was the reaction by this participant? Was it the one you aimed for? (Add a line for each participant)

Resource: <Replace with resource's name>
Is there something special that you are supposed to do with this resource when you leave the location at the end of the Scene?
(Add a line for each resource needed)

Additional notes
List here everything else you should do or remember at the end of the scene

Example

Scene N. 2 - Present the project to the students
Checklist 1: Before the Scene
Location: Lecture Hall
Book the Lecture Hall at least 15 days before the event at the Headmaster's Office
Participant: The Dean
Agree on the date of the presentation with the Dean at least 20 days in advance.
Participant: The Fellow Teachers
Collect everyone's availability before meeting the Dean to try to get the most comfortable date for
everyone. Inform everyone immediately of the date agreed with the Dean. Make sure everyone marks it
on the agenda.
Participant: Students
Post a notice on the school website and on the bulletin board. Have a circular sent to all professors by the
Dean at least 15 days before the event. Remember the commitment personally to all colleagues in the
previous days.
Resource: Multimedia System
Install and test the presentation material no later than the day before the event together with the technical
manager of the Aula Magna. Check operation again one hour before the start of the presentation.
Resource: Video
Check the formats reproducible by the video projection system of the Aula Magna and if the audio is
available. Produce videos. It must be available at least two days before the presentation.
Resource: Presentation
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Check the presentation application available, its version and the screen size managed by the video
projection system. Prepare presentation. It must be available at least two days before the presentation.
Resource: Inspirational Speech
Write and learn your own speech. Prepare an easily readable outline with the essential points to
remember. Upload the outline to your tablet or print it out the day before the presentation
Requirement: Technical Support
Make sure the technician is present in the Lecture Hall during the event.
Checklist 2: During the Scene
Location: Lecture Hall
Check the operation of the playback system. In particular, try switching the audio between different
sources during the presentation (microphones, video output from the computer, etc …). Locate video and
presentation. Try them again and set them up for playback.
Participant: The Dean
Thank you privately for your support. Give her the word first for an initial greeting. Publicly thank you for
your support at the end of the intervention. The Dean must leave the event convinced that the project is
useful for students and aware that their support for the initiative is recognized and appreciated.
Participant: The Fellow Teachers
Appoint and publicly thank all colleagues who participate. If possible, keep them on stage all the time. Pass
the word on to each of your colleagues at the end of your talk. Thank them again at the end of the event.
The Fellow Teachers must leave the event with a strengthened team spirit.
Participant: The Enthusiast Students
Challenge students to participate 66na n original project, which will allow them to deal with realities from
all over Europe and will give great visibility to their work, if they are good. Transmitting a sense of
enthusiasm and energy with the voice and body language. Identify students who react positively, meet
their gaze, smile at them, connect emotionally. The aim of the event is to bring out at least 20 curious and
highly motivated students from the crowd.
Participant: The "I don't care" Students
They are not the target of this initiative. Make sure they do not disturb during the presentation and
compromise the attention of others.
Resource: Video
A very short emotional video of a maximum of 1 minute, which should serve to intrigue students
potentially interested in the new, culture, digital technologies and Europe. To be used at the beginning of
the intervention.
Resource: Presentation
A maximum of 5 slides to explain students what, when, how to join and how long it takes.
Resource: Inspirational Speech
Motivational speech that must make you understand why it is important, useful and rewarding to
participate in the Europa Square Challenge.
Additional notes
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The event must last a maximum of 45 minutes. Use a stopwatch to check that everyone is keeping to the
times.
Checklist 3: After the Scene
Location: Lecture Hall
Delete the files from your computer after the presentation ends.
Participant: Preside
Which was the reaction by this participant? Was it the one you aimed for? This section must be filled after the event.

Participant: Colleghi
Which was the reaction by this participant? Was it the one you aimed for? This section must be filled after the event.

Participant: Studenti Entusiasti
Which was the reaction by this participant? Was it the one you aimed for? This section must be filled after the event.

Resource: Video e presentazione
Publish video and presentation on the school website.
Additional notes
Remind everyone that the collection of memberships will start from the next day.
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Section 4: Timeline
A Gantt chart is a useful tool for keeping under control at a glance the sequence of the main activities and
the milestones of a project. Extremely refined and complex diagrams can be created with specialized
software, but for simple projects such as participation in the Europa Square Challenge it is sufficient to use a
spreadsheet such as the one available in the additional material.
Use the Europa Square Challenge - Timeline template to generate a Gantt chart and paste a text of it into
the table below.

Europa Square Challenge - Gantt chart
(replace this text with your screenshot)

Note
(replace this text with your comments to the Gantt chart, if needed.)
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Section 5: Metaverse Studio setup
Metaverse Studio is an easy-to-use platform for creating simple augmented reality experiences. In the Europa
Square Challenge it is used to allow student teams to create a draft of their experience, using the following
template. The experience will then be examined by experts and integrated into the actual digital monument.
To participate in the 2020 edition of the Europa Square Challenge, you must:
•

Create an account for the group of participating students;

•

Find the template and clone it;

•

Rename the cloned template with a name that identifies the team of students;

•

Join the competition group, using the invitation link;

•

Fill the table below with the requested data.

Metaverse Experience

School:
Team:
Supervisor :
Experience Title:
Experience Link:

Info
(Teacher's full name)
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Section 6: Outlining the Story
Students are asked to prepare a short story in digital format to deepen the theme chosen for During the
planning phase, the teacher must decide one or more subjects to offer the children thanks to another
European nation for its contribution to its culture. For each subject, fill in the tables Happy Ending and
Storyline.

Happy Ending

Storyline
The Crisis (max 500 chars)
Briefly describe the "crisis" event that forces change, and the normal situation that preceded it.

The Search (max 500 chars)
Describe the phase of research and ideation of the solution to the problem.

The Solution (max 500 chars)
Describe the implementation phase of the solution envisaged in the previous act.

The Final Decision (max 1,000 chars)
Describe the moment and the consequences of the final choice.
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Section 7: Setup for Europa Square
Europa Square is an augmented reality digital construct. An application will be installed at each school and
inaugurated at the beginning of the school year 2020/21. The teachers must identify the place where the
installation will take place, taking into account the nature of the experiences in augmented reality and
drawing inspiration from solutions created in places of cultural interest and museums.
Describe in the following table the place that will host Europa Square and a hypothesis of the inauguration
ceremony.
Location's Name:
Location's address:
Location's Descrption (max 500 chars):
Ceremony (max 1.500 car.):

Europa Square Setup

Phases. Info about participants. Visitors flow management.
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Section 8: Inauguration's Launch Campaign
The inaugural event requires that at least students, professors and parents also participate from the other
classes of the participating institution. Further invitations are hoped for.
Describe the launch campaign of the event, with particular attention to the use of social media.

Inauguration's launch campaign
Main targets:
(Medium 1):

(Describe shortly how you will use this medium to promote the unveiling ceremony.
Add a row for each medium used.)
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Case-giver guidelines
How to run a coaching circle
There are very few recommendations about hosting a coaching circles, but they are all very important.
1. Coaching circles are not about sharing solutions or knowledge. There is not a right answer to case
giver's problem. It is about willing to listen with open heart and mind to let instinctive reactions flow
and act as a mirror for the case-giver. No feedback is silly or wrong. The only poor answer is: "Oh yes,
I know it all already about it and now I will explain you how to solve your problem". This has to be
stressed very very clearly in advance and at the beginning of the session.
2. Strict time-keeping is of paramount importance, both as a matter of principle and as a matter of
practice. As a matter of principle it is very important that coaching circles are a powerful deep listening
tool. It is very important that the participants understand that the more they listen, the more they
get from a session. As a matter of practice time-keeping is the only tool to politely prevent people
who love listening to their own voice from stealing time to other participants and to degrade the
quality of the session.
3. No interruptions of any kind. Participants are required 75 minutes of uninterrupted attention to the
coaching circle, passing through the following phases:
1. Greetings (and Time Keeper selection - 2 min.)
2. Deep listening (of case-giver's words - 15 min.)
3. Stillness (silence, everyone focuses on his/her own reactions to case-giver's words - 3 min.)
4. Mirroring (every peer shares images, metaphors, gestures, emotions that emerged during the
stillness phase - 10 min.)
5. Generative dialogue (free flow dialogue about what emerged during the Mirroring phase - 20
min.)
6. Summary and actionable items (15 min.)
7. Thanksgiving (everyone shares how he got empowered by the session and expresses his/her
sincere gratitude for it)
4. There is not a right or a wrong result of a coaching circle. Whatever turn the conversation takes is the
right turn. Case-giver should not force participants to move along predefined rails.
5. Number of participants must not be over 6 and it should not be under 4.
The above ones are the only rules to follow, but they have to be followed strictly.

Additional advice for the case-giver
1. The thanksgiving phase is very important to understand whether people liked the coaching circle and
contributed to it with their hearts. If someone does not find anything to thank the other participants
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for, probably he/she did not connect emotionally with the methodology and his/her feedback where
half-hearted at best.
2. Case-giver is strongly advised to take accurate minutes of the conversation and not to rely over
his/her own memory alone. It is not required to have a word-by-word transcription. It is better to
give the meaning of a participant words and add notes about his/her behavior. For example, the
sentence "He states that hearing about change management made him think of when he was
practicing skydiving” has a very different meaning whether the participant was smiling or showing a
scared face.
3. For online coaching circles it is strongly advised to record a video of the session in order to be able
to review it and to be able to extract feedbacks that might have slipped through the cracks taking
minutes in realtime. Everyone should be informed in advance and at the beginning of the session. If
anyone shows that he/she feels uncomfortable with being recorded, it is advisable not to record the
session, even if there is not an explicit request of doing so. Making every participant comfortable is
the number 1 priority. If a participant agrees to having just his/her audio recorded, it can be done.
He/she will not activate her cam, while everyone else will. It will be appropriate to thank the other
participants for facilitating the researcher’s job by letting him/her record the session. At the same
time, it is advisable to show sympathy with the one refusing to be recorded to avoid that he/she
might feel as a second class citizen.
4. It is very difficult and very invasive to record video of coaching circle held with people in the same
room. In that case, it is still advised to record audio. Taking notes about non-verbal language will be
of paramount importance in that case.

About the case to present
Coaching circles are about sharing a personal view about case-giver's own perception of his/her place or role
in a given process to achieve a desirable future. It makes no sense to provide the same scripted case for
everyone to present as a case-giver. It would not be a personal take and so it would miss the point of holding
a coaching circle.
The right way to proceed is:
1. To attend the seed coaching circle where SGI's case-giver talks about his personal stake in the
Crowddreaming project and why he is participating to it.
2. To be inspired by the case presented by SGI to elaborate on one's own personal stake in the
Crowddreaming project and the reason why one is participating to it. It might be something like "I
listened to the original promoters explaining why they did it and my feelings were..." or something
completely different. The important thing is that the case-giver shares his/her personal intent.
3. The case can be built after one's own personal style. It is very important to state one's own intent
clearly at the beginning and to repeat it shortly at the end.
One of the teachers is required to do the same in the second coaching circle and to share what he/she wants
to change by participating to this project.
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The Seed case - outline
The following structure works both as a guideline to develop each giver’s personal case and as an example
of an outline that can be used during the coaching circle as a helper tool to avoid stops during narration. It
should be printed or showed on screen big enough to allow for being checked at a glance. Case-Giver should
not read his/her story. That would kill empathy immediately.
•

•

Welcome
o

May I record this session?

o

Reminder: we are searching for instinctive reactions, not for solutions

Why am I here? What is the present I want to change?
o

•

Which is my intent?
o

•

I am here because I want to help younger generations to face the epochal digital cultural
heritage challenge and I feel not up to the task as an individual

I want to find more people with the same personal mission and to develop a connective
intelligence

What is the change story I feel I am a part of?
o

Working with digital cultural heritage started it all

o

Historically speaking digital age started yesterday

o

We make a lot of mistakes

o

We lost billions of documents already that would have been important for our cultural
heritage.

o

It is the Challenge of Persistence

o

It is urgent to find a solution

o

Not all is bad.

o

The digital age is exciting: we are just starting to learn who to shape energy.

o

Possibilities are endless: completely new forms of art are being developed as we speak

o

It is the exciting Challenge of Form

o

Yet, we have to face the hardest Challenge of Speed

o

Too much to learn and too fast

o

The assumptions for the older analytical model do not work any longer

o

We need to learn from future as it emerges

o

There are several great methodologies already, but they are not good for students

o

We have to do better
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•

Which is my personal stake in this change process?
o

I started trying something different

o

Three ingredients helped me

o

Augmented Reality Technology

o

o

•

§

It forces people to understand that digital is not a separated world

§

It makes easy to create something concrete for students to see

Digital Monument Challenge
§

It forces to ask oneself questions about our culture persistence

§

It forces to think about Culture as something for the Future

§

It includes digital ghosts and they are a lot of fun!

Art of Crowddreaming
§

Learning from Future as it emerges… but having fun in the process

§

Step 1: from Insight to Intent (Coaching Circles)

§

Step 2: from Intent to Story (Storytelling Techniques)

§

Step 3: from Story to Project (Delivering a solution as if we were producing a movie
about its success story)

Which is my intent again?
o

It worked well for us until now, but we fall short on way too many things

o

We need a Connective Mind at work on this

o

Better, we need a Connective Intelligence at work on this

o

A Mind is Intelligent when it is able to dream

o

Crowddreaming is a Connective Mind’s Lucid Dreaming

